We propose and experimentally demonstrate new beam solutions in form of azimuthally symmetric higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams. We experimentally observe these beams as higher-order eigenmodes in optical resonators consisting of aspheric mirrors.
Bessel-Gauss beam enhancement cavities have recently been proposed for strong-field physics applications, in particular, cavity-enhanced high-harmonic generation (HHG) [1] . Bessel-Gauss modes in cavities offer the benefits of near-perfect out-coupling of the generated intra-cavity high-harmonics and an increased intensity ratio from the focus to the cavity mirror surfaces. In this applications the well-known Bessel-Gauss beam has been exclusively considered as the fundamental operating mode. However, higher-order modes should be present and, as a matter of fact, we numerically calculate such modes with mode-solvers.
In this contribution, we reveal a class of higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams that constitute, to the best of our knowledge, hitherto unknown beam solutions. Furthermore, we experimentally demonstrate these beams by exciting modes in optical resonators comprising aspheric optics. These generalized Bessel-Gauss beam solutions offer a new interesting feature in form of an on-axis intensity variation that can be utilized for laser applications such as lasermatter interactions, quasi-phase matching of nonlinear processes, or mirco particle trapping and manipulation [2] . To confirm the practical relevance of these higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams, consider the resonator configuration as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It comprises an axicon mirror (base angle ε = 0.5°) and a spherical mirror (radius of curvature R = 250 mm). For the experiment and calculation we chose a separation distance of L= 78 mm resulting in a fundamental Bessel-Gauss mode with a ring radius of 1.5 mm and an annulus waist of ~200 µm at the axicon mirror for a wavelength of 1040 nm. Numerically calculating the higher order modes of this resonator with a Fox-Li mode-solver results in modes as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . To describe these modes analytically, we generalize the analysis employed for conventional Bessel-Gauss beams. Specifically, we compose higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams in an intuitive way by superposing decentered Hermite-Gaussian beams, whose centers are positioned on a circle and whose beam directions are pointing to the apex of a cone [3] . In Fig. 1(b) we compare the analytical solution to the numerical results from the mode-solver and find excellent agreement. In the first column of Fig. 1(c) we plot the corresponding transverse beam shapes. It can be seen that with increasing radial index m, more nodes appear within the annulus in the radial direction. Also, with increasing angular index, more azimuthal variations are present.
978-1-55752-973-2/13/$31.00 ©2013 Optical Society of America In Fig. 2 , we numerically calculate the propagation of the fundamental, as well as higher-order (azimuthally symmetric) Bessel-Gauss beams through the geometrical focus. For the higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams the amplitude variation on the annulus maps into an on-axis intensity variation. Additionally, the length of this on-axis, modulated depth-of-field increases with radial order m. We experimentally confirm the hitherto unknown analytical solution by setting up the resonator shown in Fig. 1(b) . Specifically, the Gaussian beam output of a fiber-pig tailed diode laser (with a wavelength of about 1040 nm) illuminates an axicon. The resulting ring beam is mode-matched to the resonator. The laser frequency is varied by a piezoelectric element. This allows us to lock the laser frequency (with a line width of about 100 kHz) to the resonance of the enhancement cavity by dither locking. The light reflected from the front surface of the spherical input coupler is used as a feedback signal for the locking loop. As shown in Fig. 3 , the leakage through the axicon mirror is used to record the resonator modes with a camera, which is placed behind this mirror. These images of the resonator modes were taken at a distance z= 25 mm behind the flat surface of the axicon mirror. In Fig 3 we also compare the experimental data to numerical simulations that are based on the analytical expressions. The evolution of the beam profile as a function of other distances from the axicon mirror is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig.3 azimuthal variations of the intensity on the annulus can be seen, which are due to surface imperfections of the resonator mirrors [1] .
In this work, Bessel-Gauss beams are generalized by revealing a set of higher-order solutions. We demonstrate experimentally and analytically that these generalized higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams are present as higher-order modes in optical resonators consisting of aspheric mirrors. We derive analytical expressions for these beams by superposing decentered Hermite-Gaussian beams on a circle, and find that the well-known Bessel-Gauss beam is the fundamental solution of this class. Moreover, we can rigorously demonstrate that the azimuthally symmetric Laguerre-Gaussian beams are special cases of these higher-order Bessel-Gauss beams. Thus, these formerly distinct beam types i.e. Bessel-Gauss beams and Laguerre-Gauss beams have been unified. These findings are particular relevant for enhancement cavities based on Bessel-Gauss beams. An on-axis intensity modulation is a new feature of these beams. That can be utilized for laser applications such as quasi-phase matching of nonlinear processes. Other applications of these beams include imaging, and manipulation and probing of micro particles.
